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Do you want to make a million dollars a year? Do you want to make $100,000 a month? This is how you do it. - Jordan BelfortJordan was the real Wolf at Wall Street and you can have its original sales sales... and even better – you can have the original Stratton Oakmont Training Guide! –– All pages 76 for $4.99 This just
7¢ one page... for a script and training that has sold millions –– including $185,000 just one customer.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: The original Stratton Oakmont Sales Training Guide! Complete with rebuttals, motivational items, office rules, qualifying lead sheets, &amp; same time management sheets. Sell elsewhere
for $24.99 – you can save and get it now for a mere $4.99:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... But what if it was moral like you and sold something of quality, just like you are now... These scripts are the tools that can be adapted and reused... for a good cause – sell more of your products and services. I think people might
miss the point here -- It's not about how it used the scripts and training – it's about how you apply them ethical...... to make more money and help more people with what you're selling. Study this current context – in delivery, situations, sequences, and most importantLY PSYCHOLOGY -- it allows you to line up their
desired actions or beliefs with what you're selling. This will help you sell anyone – even if they can't afford it -- please use this information equithically as you adapt it to your own pitch. What's inside: What to say about a qualifying call -- pg 12I is pleased with who I have rebuttal - – pg 137 not that will kill your stomach - –
pg 169 Must make the sale - – pg 18How handles No interested objections – – pg 2 3The anatomy of success – – pg 32The manifesto winner – – pg 34How to become a better sales person – – pg 36Unleashing your production – pg 397 Large rebuttals that will save your belly – – pg 43Tonality and voice training w-–pg
49And many, much more... Get this for just 7¢ one page – a $4.99 investment appping – which could literally make you millions like it did for many others... And if for that all time reason, if you are not happy with the content, the information... the same font – you can have every penny back and we'll walkaway as friends.
I can't get much more just that... Just enough? Good – click I want this and buy the training guide and pitch sales (All 76 pages) for just $4.99It is available to download immediately and you can start applying it to your business so you can start making money with it right away! Click I want this now and start making more
money in your business today.  That use cookies to improve your experience while you navigate to the website. From these cookies, cookies are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the work of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But choosing out some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. You may not have the title of a seller, but you have sold
your entire life. Parents spend overwhelming hours trying to sell their kids on making beds, making their chors, and studying for tests. Entrepreneurs spend significant time trying to persuade the right people to believe in their ideas, to gain traction and advance their business. The bottom line is, all of us, regardless of your
work or influence, do some sort of sales almost every day. And here's the catc – every sale is the same. At least in belfort Jordan Belfort's words. After reading his book The Way to the Wolf- Straight Selling Line, I believe it's about something. Now, obviously, there's a difference between a million dollars sold and a one-
dollar vomiting. I would be extreme if I landed a seven-figure deal for my business and would be very disappointed if someone offered me an ex, weighing up dollars for my service. However, what Jordan wants us to learn from his book is that the process of selling, not the end result, is still the same. From opening to
closing, the order to which we sell would be the same if we want to take our successful sales to a new level. That's considered all, from the 40-year-old mother to three of the star entrepreneurs star. Jordan's right method is easy to learn and easy to use. The system eases goal-oriented communications where the end
goal is always the same: increase your candidate's certainty to a high enough level where they'll want to buy from you. You only have a few seconds to do that (cards to be exact), so be smart about what you say. The whole goal of taking control right away is so that you can start asking questions. Read more... I have the
original Wolf in Wall Street Script – and you don't!.... TIL now. And you will find the material 76 training pages as a PDF in this article. But let me tell you something right away: the script and training material was fresh and new back then but it won't hold up to our actual day. Customers with kandini are now highly used
throughout these old scripts. They will know right away that a seller will call. If you need a script that really works and can easily improve your conversion rate to turn off 7 out of 10 calls, you should download my free script that groupons become the fastest growing company ever according to forbes magazine. It will
show you how to get past gatekeepers (personal assistants for example) with ease. Jordan Belfort lives the high life drugs in amid, money, hooks... and prison. You can think whatever you want about Belfort's form of debauchery. But he knew something or two about sale – especially during his time. His company,



Stratton Oakmont Inc. hired 1,000 brokers and managed $1 billion in assets. It was a boiled room like boiled fish (is it even a word? Who gives a shit, you know what I mean) as it gets. Sure, part of his success contributed to illegal things later on, but I think we can agree that even shadow items need to be sold as well.
Belfort said his broker was the best quality at the start. They had 0 skills in retail. So he wrote his own pitch on how to sell shares (cour... unique investment opportunities to get rich quick) on the phone. Let's have a look at some of the real excerpts Belfort put strong emphasis on his voice module. This is always true
nowadays. Studies have shown how we say something more important than what we say. He advised his broker to register themselves while talking about a topic they like, or an idea to find them relevant. Then wanted them to answer a series of self-reflected questions, such as... Is my voice high and nasally? Low and
reasoning? Somewhere in between? Do I speak at a various pitch or am I monotonous? Is my voice project fine? Do I smile in my voice? Do I talk too soon? Too slow? At a comfortable pace? What do I like about my voice? What would I like to change? Belfort then suggests reading a specific phrase multiple times
(always recordings) and highlight a different word each time... Do you come with me now? I personally think that this is engineering, especially the last part of experiencing various tonal emphasis. I love to play with my voice tone, because I know how important it is to persuade someone or keep them hooked. If you're not
used to the sound of your own voice, definitely get used to it as soon as possible. Since it may be weird to hear yourself talk, I would advise you to file yourself while driving alone or at home. It will really up your selling game! Don't say anything about someone unless you'd say it in their face. If you don't have anything
nice to say, say nothing. (Then tell your mother you're finally doing what she told you to do 30 years ago.) Wiehaaw! Go tell your mom! *mic drop* They did all the facts – found at their first call and used this information to place the customer during the second call. The current pitch script resembles the regular script you
would use in your work. It followed the common structure: If you know me, you know I'm not really a&lt;pitch&gt;&lt;trust &lt;/pitch&gt; in this structure because it reads firefighter. This means your pitch won't have the full effect it might have. To get out of your pitch, your sales script should follow this structure instead: Find
an &lt;trust building=&gt;modern, high performance call script and increase your conversion rate like fools by subscribing to weekly sales tips &lt;pitch&gt;i! Once you register, you'll get a PDF of the script immediately. Get the precise KILLER cold call script that helped Groupon become the GROWING KONpayi EVER
(Forbes) by lowering the mental firewall of your target people and establishing the confidence before the pitch. Enter your email now and learn words for words how to finally say farewell to objections and gatequeues without paper! As a bonus you'll get a mini guide on how to adapt this script to your industry for
maximum results! I can see how his technique (above) being effective, especially in their 90s. Today... maybe not so much. But this is the one I love the most: I feel that you get a lot of these phone calls, I'm right? (sincere sound). Exactly! Say that to the other 50 guys who call you, the reason we are different is... This is
the best gold. That's exactly how I imagined the Wolf would handle an objection. Hell, I might even use it myself! It is applicable to many respective objections you may have. And if you want to see the Clever documentation, make sure you set some time aside. It's page 76!PS: Remember the infamous how to sell a saint
pen at Wolf in Wall Street? If you want to know how to really sell a pen, you should read my post How do I actually sell a pen during an interview. I really did, short! crush! &lt;/pitch&gt;&lt;/trust&gt;
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